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HOW IT WORKS
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The Snuggle Me Infant is uniquely designed to �it baby's head and torso, with their legs

draped over the bottom end. 

 

At �irst, they WILL be able to �it entirely within the lounger, but as they grow, their

legs will drape over the bottom end as they �ill out the center sling.

This thoughtful design helps prevent baby from rolling within the Snuggle Me. Please

remember to never leave baby unattended, as they are unpredictable and their safety

is priority. 

 

This design also gives baby a comforting, hugging sensation that is unique to the

Snuggle Me and our patented center sling. Baby will feel supported and secure, taming

their startle re�lex as they continue to feel as though they are being held and touched. 

 

FITTING & POSITIONING 
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SAFETY & USE

 

The AAP, CPSC and Health Canada have all come out and recommend

padded loungers not be used for any unsupervised uses, including co-

sleeping. The Snuggle Me is meant for supervised uses only and should

never be placed inside a crib or bassinet.  It is very important to always

be in the same room as your baby while using the Snuggle Me.

 

 

You may place the Snuggle Me inside a daytime Moses basket for

lounging supervised. Moses baskets are used with baby close and

supervised, serving a di�ferent purpose than a crib or bassinet. The

Snuggle Me should not be used in a Moses basket unsupervised. The

dimensions of the basket MUST be 29 x 17 inches exactly for our infant

loungers.

 

 

The Snuggle Me™ Infant is meant for babies up to 9 months. Our

Toddler size is only recommended to babies who are at least 9 months,

crawling con�idently and measuring 21" from the top of their head to

the base of their bum. Regardless of baby's size, until they have reached

these milestones, the Toddler lounger is not a safe option. 

 

 

The Snuggle Me cradles baby’s back and helps elevate their legs, which

is the preferred position for healthy hip development in newborns. The

lounger allows baby’s legs to pull up as they did when they were in the

womb.

CAN MY BABY SLEEP IN THEIR LOUNGER?

I HAVE BIG BABIES, CAN WE START WITH THE TODDLER SIZE?

IS THIS SAFE FOR HIP DEVELOPMENT?

CAN I USE THE LOUNGER WITH A MOSES BASKET?
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SAFETY & USE

 

INTENDED USE:

www.snugglemeorganic.com

The Snuggle Me  is a sensory lounger designed for supervised use. The lounger is
not intended to be used as or in a crib, bassinet or sleep device. 
 
Never leave baby unattended while in the Snuggle Me. Never carry baby while in
the Snuggle Me. Never place the Snuggle Me on a high surface. Do not place on a
soft or uneven surface. 

DISCONTINUE USE:

If baby kicks themselves out of the lounger or rolls over in or out of the lounger,
discontinue use. 

QUESTIONS?

Email care@snugglemeorganic.com
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651-257-7220

 

Simply Mommy LLC

24260 Greenway Road 

Suite E

Forest Lake, MN 

55025



SAFETY & USE

 

Tummy Time

There are endless uses for the

Snuggle Me!  Many minimalistic

parents are choosing to replace

the long list of baby gear with the

multifunctional and sophisticated

Snuggle Me lounger.

 

Tummy Time

Play Mat

Changing Station

Infant Massage

Sponge Bath

Lounger

Sitting Up Lounging
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OUR STORY

 

In 2007, we made the �irst Snuggle Me on our kitchen table with a used sewing machine and

fabric from the local sewing store. We were equipped only with a vision and crazy determination. 

 

Staying true to our beginning, we continue to employ local Minnesota sewers to craft each and

every Snuggle Me Organic with care.

 

We select USA made fabrics under the regulations of the CPSIA, which have the strictest

regulations on fabric manufacturing in the world. 
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"My first home was you, Mama.

Your deep and familiar arms hold

space with no hurry.

Your scent and your sounds are my

only understanding.

It's hard to know when and where I

even begin.

And as I drift to sleep in your safe

comfort, I can only hope I may live in

this place forever."

 

 Mia Carr



FOLLOW US ON

INSTAGRAM

@snuggle_me_organic

For weekly giveaways, tips and 

exclusive discounts

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/snuggleme

For early access to our newest collections, 

discounts, community and so much

more. You don't want to miss it!!!

JOIN THE SNUGGLE ME

 FACEBOOK COMMUNITY
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WASH & CARE

Wash the Snuggle Me Organic in cold water on hand wash/gentle cycle with organic/dye

free detergents. 

 

Top loaders with agitators should be disabled during wash and only used for hand wash

cycles.

 

For best results, start by air drying your lounger on a �lat surface until damp, then

tumble dry on low heat in the dryer. 


